PRIVACY STATEMENT

Hello! We are Stem op een Vrouw (Vote for a Woman), a foundation focussed on the emancipation and representation of women in politics.

What personal data we collect and why we collect it

Contact form
If you fill out the contact form on our website or send us an email, the related personal data will be stored and processed for as long as is necessary, depending on the purpose of the form or the contents of your email, for it to be answered or processed properly. In addition, we may store emails we receive if this is necessary for us to properly carry out our regular activities. When visitors leave information in our contact form or donation form, we collect the data shown in the form, and also the visitor’s IP address and browser user agent string to help spam detection. We do not save or use your information in any other way.

Newsletter
When you subscribe for our newsletter, we collect the data shown in the form. No-one will be added to any of our mailing lists without us first obtaining their confirmation to finalize their subscription. Each email we send out to our subscribers contains a link through which it is possible to unsubscribe without further intervention. Our newsletter is sent through MailChimp. Please see their privacy statement for any other details.

Webshop
For our webshop, we use the WooCommerce plugin. We process the personal data we need to handle your buy. We do not store your data any longer than is necessary to process this, send out the merchandise and meet the administrative requirements under Dutch law. Find the WooCommerce privacy statement here.

Donations
When we receive donations, we process the personal data that you as a sponsor provide for the purpose of handling the one-time or regular donations to Stem op een Vrouw. In case you have signed up for regular donations, we process your bank account number, name and email address, the donation amount, the starting date and the frequency. We do not store your data any longer than is necessary to process the donation and meet the administrative requirements under Dutch law.

Regular donations
Regular donations / sponsorships are processed through (SEPA) direct debits. We allow our bank, Triodos Bank, to collect the amount of the donation. To this aim, we supply Triodos Bank with the data it needs to collect the sums due.

One-time donations
Single donations are processed using Mollie’s payment module. Mollie needs to process personal data when handling the donations in this payment module. In this context, Mollie’s Privacy Policy applies and Mollie acts as the controller. We recommend reading Mollie’s privacy policy before using their payment module.
Donations made in bitcoin
Any donations made in bitcoin are processed by Bitonic. Bitonic needs to process data when handling the donations in this payment module. In this context, Bitonic's Privacy Policy applies and Bitonic acts as the controller. Bitonic, and most likely other third parties as well, will be able to link your donation to Stem op een Vrouw relatively easily. Due to the design and workings of bitcoin, your donation probably won’t be entirely anonymous.

Transferring the money yourself
You can also make a bank transfer directly to our account. If you choose to donate this way, the personal data necessary to transfer the money will be processed by your bank and ours (Triodos Bank).

Cookies
Our site you may opt-in to saving your name, email address and website in cookies. These are for your convenience so that you do not have to fill in your details again. If you have an account and you log in to this site, we will set a temporary cookie to determine if your browser accepts cookies. This cookie contains no personal data and is discarded when you close your browser.

Embedded content from other websites
Articles on this site may include embedded content (e.g. videos, images, articles, etc.). Embedded content from other websites behaves in the exact same way as if the visitor has visited the other website. These websites may collect data about you, use cookies, embed additional third-party tracking, and monitor your interaction with that embedded content, including tracing your interaction with the embedded content if you have an account and are logged in to that website.

What rights you have over your data
You can request that we erase any personal data we hold about you. This does not include any data we are obliged to keep for administrative, legal, or security purposes. In addition, you have the right to see any data we may have collected from you. Please send us a request if you want insight in this data. We will then send you a clear overview.

Third parties
We will never pass on your personal data to third parties, with the exception of the cases explicitly mentioned in the contents of our privacy statement. The only two exceptions to the rule are:

• If we have explicitly asked for your permission in advance, prior to passing on your personal data to third parties;
• If we are legally required to do so.